
Crimson is a consultancy and development company which specialises in assisting organisations implement Microsoft Dynamics CRM 

to achieve their specific business goals. The Crimson Dynamics solution builds on Microsoft Dynamics to achieve the closest possible 

fit with each organisation’s particular requirements by means of ready-made, functional Accelerators and a consultative 

implementation process, known as Crimson Fusion.  

About Crimson 

Crimson Consultants opened its subsidiary in China just a couple of years ago and has 
been working with leading independent school Wellington College International Shanghai 
throughout this period. The project with Wellington College involved the development of 
a parent portal to assist with the booking and management of its academy programme 
of extra-curricular activities. In this context the use of Microsoft Dynamics CRM along with 
specific Crimson developments represented an extension of the functionality provided by 
the iSAMS pupil management system which is used by Wellington and many 
independent schools. 

Crimson integrates with iSAMS for 

independent schools 
Crimson announces its partner agreement with iSAMS to provide integrated pupil 
management functionality 

Follow Crimson on social media to receive all our latest updates... 

A key part of the initial project 
involved integration of parent and 
pupil data from iSAMS into the 
Crimson CRM solution to inform 
the process of adding academy 
courses and events to the existing 
pupil record. To further enhance 
this process Crimson has 
recommended the integration of 
the academy programme booking data, captured within the 
CRM solution, back into iSAMS so that this is available within 
the comprehensive pupil record maintained there. This will 

streamline the process by ensuring staff do not have to re-key this data to update iSAMS and avoid the creation of 
wasteful “silos” of data within the College. 

To achieve this, Crimson is pleased to announce it has been accepted onto the iSAMS Partner Scheme as a 
development partner. This new capability will enable Crimson to deliver an even more integrated independent school 
management solution, incorporating the best features of iSAMS, Microsoft Dynamics 365 and Crimson’s Solution to 
support all aspects of the pupil lifecycle journey.  

Many schools 
are 
recognising 
that they need 

to use the latest digital 
technology to engage with 
existing and future pupils/
parents and that this can 
be most easily achieved by 
using the capabilities of 
Microsoft Dynamics CRM 
along with appropriate 
customisations tightly 
integrated to their core 
pupil management 
system”. Jian Lin, General 
Manager, Crimson 
Dynamics (Wuxi) Ltd 

https://www.facebook.com/www.Crimsonconsultants.co.uk/
https://twitter.com/CrimsonConsults
https://www.linkedin.com/in/crimson-consultants-ltd-60648685

